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In this study the researchers want to describe about Huling-huling Acca (Hha) As English 
Riddles For Fun EFL Learning Strategy In Toba. In conducting the researchers, the research 
designis Etnografi is a type of qualitative research design. To collect the data the study employ 
the interview with five questions and observation given to children and the people of 
Sosordolok, Toba Samosir. This study investigest of HHA as English riddles with five types 
of values according by (Paul Suparno), there are; sosialismy, adversity quotient, 
responsibilities, environment, self-relience. As a result the study, It turns out that a lot of kids 
and people around here are poorly informed about huling-huling acca (hha). As researchers 
carried out further research, many people which had come to understand hha have proved 
invaluable. To illustrate "sae mangan ro siganjang obuk" so the values can can in this 
example of hha are moral and ethical. Because it should have finished eating the rest of the dirt 
must be eaten. Therefore these hha can be made into a fun learning medium and as an 
enhanced batak culture in its own language. 
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 Huling-Huling Acca (HHA) is a puzzle game in English which, like riddles, is a 
question and answer activity where the teacher will give the question and the answerer will 
guess the answer. English riddles have always been associated with things that smelled of 
humor, mystery, humor, and education. In this study, researchers will enter English riddles into 
the realm of education which will certainly produce values and morals. Puzzle games are 
excellent as ESL / EFL Tools because they require students to practice various language skills to 
find solutions in finding answers with their critical minds. English riddles can also improve 
students' vocabulary mastery. (Tessa Apriandari, 2019) Students can easily remember the 
vocabulary that has been taught and the majority of students have a positive response to the use 
of puzzle techniques in increasing students' vocabulary. Besides, puzzles can develop and 
motivate students in learning English, especially vocabulary. On the other hand, Middleton 
states that the puzzle game requires two cycles to improve students' vocabulary mastery. 
English riddles can be used as an EFL learning strategy to improve a child's English 
language skills. English riddles games or question and answer activities in written or oral form 
to solve a question. In English Riddles, researchers found similarities in the oral tradition of 
the Batak tribe. Oral tradition is a literary work from a culture that can be told by a particular 
community and developed from generation to generation. Oral tradition is a variety of 
knowledge and customs passed down from generation to generation orally, including not only 
folk stories, myths, and legends but includes community cognitive systems, history, customary 
law, practice, and medication (Tiworo et al., 2019). There are many kinds of oral traditions in 
society, such as Manulangi Tulang, mangongkal Holi, Umpasa, Turi-turian, Ende, Esek-esek, 
Mamoholi, and Huling-Huling Acca. In this study, the researcher found the similarity between 
English Riddles and the Batak Toba oral tradition, namely HHA. HHA is a hobo puzzle, 
which contains elements of humor, education, and certain values for learning as well as fun 
for children or students. HHA is appropriate to be applied to the younger generation as a 
learning medium to instill 
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enthusiasm for learning and add social value to them because HHA is pragmatic oral literature. 
Pragmatics aims to improve human life and activities to meet human needs. An example of Huling 
Huling Acca "Sae Mangan ro siganjang obuk" If in English it mean is coming" in language, the 
meaning is "after eating a creature with long hair comes what is it?”. Of course, the answer is a 
broom. Because a 'broom' is like a creature that has long hair like a devil. So the values contained 
in this example of HHA are moral and ethical. Because it should have finished eating the rest of 
the dirt must be cleaned. From that statement, the authors decided to formulate the problems of 
this research including what are the HHA values that can be obtained from EFL learners and how 
do you students respond to using HHA in the context of EFL. 
Although HHA is classified as a game, HHA can hone a child's thinking skills so that 
when playing it will be faster in responding to something both from seeing, listening, and feeling. 
Usually, when using huling-hulingan there will be a questioner and answerer. When the asker asks 
a question, the person will say "hutissa" and the answerer will reply "Acca". This is when the 
question-and-answer activity takes place in a roundabout. It is known that the existence of the oral 
tradition of huling-huling Acca is undergoing modification (major changes) over time and can 
even be said to be almost extinct. Time does not rule out the extinction of this oral literature, both 
due to the influence of modernization and westernization. That's why this study aims to introduce 
HHA to the public or students who have almost forgotten it so that HHA can be maintained. As 
well as learning English in the field of oral literature, so that it can get the values contained in the 
meaning of huling huling Acca and serve as a fun EFL learning strategy in Toba. 
Based on the explanation above, the authors are interested in researching educational- 
based Acca huling as the subject of this research to revive this oral tradition by the predetermined 
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Based on the problems that have been determined, the researchers decided to use 
a qualitative descriptive method. This research is in the form of data in the form of 
words and natural explanations in the form of descriptive analysis. 
Qualitative research is research that investigates, finds, describes, or describes, 
explains social privileges that cannot be explained, measured, or described through 
quantitative research (Emiliasari & Fauzi, 2005). Then interpreted according to the 
objectives to be achieved. In qualitative research, data collection techniques using 
observational methods are needed. (Fajarini, 2017) state that one of the reasons for using 
the method of observation in qualitative research is to look directly at an object, observe 
certain phenomena during research, and record behavior and events according to the 
actual situation. Based on this explanation, qualitative research aims for a deep 
understanding of a problem formulation in a problem that will be studied and analyzed 
with a series of words along with descriptive explanations. 
In this qualitative method, the writer uses an ethnographic approach. The 
Ethnographic approach is a study that focuses on analyzing behavior related to the 
culture of a society or social group or it can be said that the ethnographic approach is a 
social science or sociological research. (Puspitasari & Kusumawijaya, 2020) states that 
ethnographic research is a sociological research that is carried out with closed 
observations of a culture. Meanwhile, Harris (Edition, 2014) states that ethnography is a 
study that observes the behavior and behavior, values, and beliefs of a culture or social 
group. Researchers deliberately used an ethnographic approach because this study was 
conducted to observe and observe the oral traditions of the population in the village of 
Sosordolok, Sianjur Mula Mula, Samosir, to obtain data that was in line with the 
researchers' expectations. 
The data obtained in this study are derived from the HHA itself. Research data 
are all facts that have been collected from the object of research, namely HHA, whether 
in the form of numbers or letters. the research instrument used was the researcher 
himself, assisted by recording devices such as cameras and smartphones and using data 
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recording tools such as observation forms and notebooks and pens as field notes. 
Breaking more about knowledge about hha, the researcher does interview techniques in 
data collection to obtain the results you want. The interview technique was performed 
with each child which was observed by giving understanding and introduction about 
hha, then continue to the q&a process. From the results of the q&a, the researchers draw 
conclusions from the results of the interview. 
Obtained the data analysis technique stage in this study was obtained from the 
method of observation and interviews. Presenting data or compiling data according to 
predetermined  problems  and  drawing  conclusions  from  data analysis  in  the form  of 
reports. Based on the explanation above according to the category, this study uses an 
interactive model by Miles and Huberman in analyzing the data from the results of this 
study. There are interactive modes from Miles and Huberman including, Data reduction, 
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DATA ANALYSIS, FINDINGS, AND DISCUSSIONS 
CHAPTER IV 
 
3.1 The meanings of HHA for EFL of learning strategy 




Sae mangan ro 
siganjang obuk 
 
After eating, came a 
ghost with long hair 
 
Broom 
After eating, you 
should clean up 










Ditallik dakka tipul 
 
 
It was cut many times 





you face, no matter 
how difficult it is, 










Molo di jomur gabe 
maraek 
 




Stay tough and 







Na jonok dang 
hadungdungan, na 
dao hadungdungan. 
What is near cannot be 
reached, what is far 
away can be reached. 
 
Elbow 
Not all things can be 







Molo dibukka gabe 
tukkot, molo di tutup 
gabe tenda. 
If it is closed it can 
become a stick, if it is 




Be wise in using 
yourself and your 





3.2 The Values Of HHA for Fun as Learning Strategy 
As for the moral value to be analyzed in this study is according to said that 
morality's (Suparno, 2012) there are; 1. The value of responibility, 2. The value of fighting 
power 3). The value of life, 4. The Value of moral and 5. The value of socialismy 
 
3.2.1 The Value of Responsibilities 
Responsibility value, is explained that this hha is applied to students to 
maintain aesthetic and ttitude in the family when they are finished eating with the 
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3.2.2 The Value of Fighting Power 
The value of fighting power explains that this is applied to students so that 
they do not easily never give up in facing challenges such as learning given by the 
teacher, both questions and materials that must be resolved. So that with the 




3.2.3 The Value of Life 
The value of life explains that this HHA is applied to students so that it is 
not like ice when it is dried in the sun it will melt. This HHA can be empowerment 
for students so that they remain tough and not easily give up in facing problems and 
are not easily influenced by a toxic environment. 
 
3.2.4 The Value of Moral 
The moral of value It was explained that the example from the HHA above could describe the 
meaning to students so that they are not easily arrogant about what they have from their abilities. 
Because no matter how strong and smart humans are, they must have certain weak points, meaning 
that not all can be reached easily because we have our own limitations
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3.2.5 The Value of Socialism 
The socialismy value above teaches students to be individuals who can be 
useful to those around them. What is mult i-functional, such as an umbrella, if 
closed it can be used as a stick, while if it is opened it can become a tent or 
protection from rain or sun. 
 








To foster and develop 
an interest in learning 
 

Because HHA uses the puzzle method in classroom 
learning so that students are more active and cheerful and 












Because the HHA has been very forgotten and almost 
lost in the Toba language culture, by using the HHA as a 








HHA can be used as a game that makes students more 
active and livens up the learning atmosphere. 
 
4 




To foster students' curiosity, investigate (participate) 
in finding what HHA is. 
 
5 
Increase the kinship of 
social interactions 




Because with the HHA strategy, the atmosphere in the 
classroom becomes more cheerful and active so that 
students and teachers become more enthusiastic in the 




And hone in thinking 
 
 
Because the existence of HHA makes students' brains 
more active in broad thinking (exploratory) to solve 
HHA answers. 
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How do you think 





The use of HHA when learning English is very good and 
interesting because this HHA can increase children's 
interest in thinking and make HHA and entertainment for 
students during the learning process. 
 
2 
What can you get while 




Obtaining the values and knowledge of a Batak culture 




Can this HHA be 
applied as a learning 
method by teachers in 





Yes, because it can make students more enthusiastic in 
learning and make their thinking power more fluent. 
 
4 
Why does HHA need 




Because of the HHA is a new strategy that is very rare and 




What do you think if 





Very good, because this HHA helps students in the 
process of learning English to foster student curiosity and 
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In the analysis of this research, it is concluded that it can provide some data in helping the 
student learning process. So that this HHA can develop widely and be known to many audiences. 
HHA is not a work/tradition of Batak, which is merely entertainment in the community, 
especially students and teachers, because it contains instrumental and valuable values worthy of 
being applied in education such as for teachers, namely, as teaching materials and learning 
strategies. And for students can obtain such moral values, there are the value of socialism, the 
value of adversity quotient, the value of responsibility, the value of appreciation for the 
environment, and the value of self-reliance contained in HHA, and to increase thinking ability 
and improve ability in the English language. 
4.2 Suggestion  
We suggest to the institution of education whose school is on Samosir Island to use 
HHA or the Tradition of Batak Toba as a school-building character. We suggest to the 
institution of education whose school is on Samosir Island to use HHA or the Tradition 
of Batak Toba as a school-building character. Some Suggestions that researchers are 
giving are as follows:  
1) It is expected that the younger generation of Batak Toba to care more about 
the culture of oral traditions, such as HHA. Even though hha hasn't 
developed in years, we as a younger generation must continue to learn.  
2) For the younger generation, Batak Toba, it is hoped to further examine the 
cultural meaning and values of hha by using different studies. To cultivate a 
love of culture and preserve it.  
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